Lisa Dancing-Light

Lisa Dancing-Light paints a nostalgic, musical mural of life growing up in the heartland
of America with her newest CD LIGHT YEARS.
From the feisty fiddle intro on “Home”, to the nostalgic toy piano of "Crabapple Tree",
the swinging harmonies of "Isn't It Heaven", the haunting lap slide guitar of "Doc
Holiday's Grave" to the Caribbean steel drums on "Mercury In Retrograde" you will take
your own memorable journey ‘home’. Lisa's jazzy voice, classy piano style and folksy
heartfelt songs of childhood reflection, homecoming and love adding a pinch of humor
recalls the classic style of Carole King, Joni Mitchell, Alison Krauss and Stevie Nicks.
Consumer Reviews:
Lisa writes like a female John Denver.
I love how it takes me on my own journey down memory lane. Your voice is so beautiful!!
Thanks for being who you are and sharing your gifts with the world!
Karen Mehringer, MA - Author, Speaker and Catalyst for Transformation
You made my day! Your talent and heartfelt lyrics and music totally amaze me. I’m in
awe. I just received it and played it through once here in my office while correcting term
papers. So far, I loved the lyrics, the piano and the accompanying instrumentation. I
laughed at the Mercury in Retrograde song....how wonderful cause it's in progress right
now, and it always screws things up for me! Your lyrics were so touching and radiated
feelings/stories about your family and things that truly matter in the core of you.
KUDOS! - Sue Kennen
I love this CD so much, it is so nostalgic. It brought me back to the warmth of my
childhood, lots of memories and lots of healing.
It has allowed me to reflect over my life and see how much I have grown.
This is a wonderful healing for all. - Barbara O’Connor
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